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Abstract
A key property of many BPS solutions of supergravity is the fact that certain probe
branes placed in these solutions feel no force, essentially because electric repulsion and
gravitational attraction balance one another. In this letter we show that the existence
of brane probes that feel no force is also a property of many non-supersymmetric, non-
extremal solutions of supergravity. This observation requires a new class of brane probes
that move with constant velocity along one or several internal directions of the solution
but the zero-force condition that makes the branes “float along” at constant speed, or soar,
requires the velocity to be purely imaginary. While these probes are not physical, their
no-force condition implies the existence of hidden relations between the warp factors and
electric potentials of non-extremal solutions in certain duality frames, and this provides
insight into the structure of such solutions and can greatly simplify the search for them.
Introduction
The existence of floating, or mobile, branes is a well-established feature of supersymmetric solu-
tions, and can be traced back to the fact that these solutions saturate a BPS bound. Specifically,
a suitably-chosen probe BPS brane feels an electric repulsion equal to the gravitational attrac-
tion, and has a constant Lagrangian regardless of its position. Indeed, one can start from two
supersymmetric branes in the region of the moduli space where their gravitational back-reaction
can be ignored, and one always finds that, to linear order in the interaction parameter, their
electrical and gravitational forces cancel. The fact that this cancellation persists after taking
back-reaction into account indicates that the self-interaction of the branes does not increase the
mass-to-charge ratio.
Since non-extremal, non-BPS solutions have masses bigger than the BPS bound, it is clear
that they will attract any physical brane whether it is BPS, or not1. However, one may try to
use an unphysical brane-probe action, with a mass that is smaller than the charge, and try to
see whether the reduction of the mass of the probe can compensate the increase of the mass of
the non-extremal solution. If one starts again with two non-back-reacted systems, one with mass
bigger than the charge and one with mass smaller than the charge, the electric and gravitational
forces will indeed cancel at first order in the interaction. However, upon taking into account
the gravitational back-reaction of the center with mass greater than the charge, this cancellation
does not necessarily continue, essentially because the binding energy of the non-extremal object
depends non-trivially on the gravitational coupling. Hence, the standard lore is that in a non-
extremal solution a probe at a generic location will always feel a force. For example, if one takes
the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole of mass M and charge Q in four dimensions, one finds that
the action of a probe of charge q and mass m can never be made constant. Indeed, setting the
action to be constant:
S = −m√−gtt + qAt = −m
√
1− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
+
qQ
r
= k
implies m = q and M = Q, and hence both objects must be BPS.
The purpose of this letter is to show that upon embedding some families of non-extremal
solutions in string theory, or in eleven-dimensional supergravity, one can find probes whose
action is independent of the position and therefore feel no force. Since these generalized floating
branes generically move along the internal directions at constant velocity, we refer to them as
“soaring branes”. The existence of soaring branes implies non-trivial relations between various
functions that appear in these families of non-extremal solutions and these relations are far from
obvious if one simply starts from the supergravity equations of motion. For floating branes,
this approach has already proven its efficiency in solving these equations, not only for BPS and
extremal non-supersymmetric solutions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], but also for flux compactifications
[9, 10]. We can thus expect that the more general relations we discover from soaring branes will
be of great help for the more complicated non-extremal solutions.
We begin with a very simple example to present the basic procedure: A soaring brane in the
background of an M2-M2-M2 non-extremal black hole in eleven dimensions. We go on to examine
1If the configuration has angular momentum then there may well be a preferred equilibrium position or orbit
for the brane.
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some much more complicated examples and show that some of the known co-homogeneity-two
solutions, i.e. depending on two variables, also admit soaring branes: the JMaRT solution [11],
the charged rotating black ring of Elvang, Emparan and Figueras [12], and the Rasheed-Larsen
black hole [13].
1 The non-extremal M2-M2-M2 black hole
We consider the simplest three-charge black hole in eleven-dimensional supergravity compactified
on a six-torus. This solution is given by:
ds211 = −D−2Kdt2 +D
(
dr2
K
+ r2dΩ23
)
+
3∑
I=1
D
DI
ds2I , (1.1)
A(3) =
3∑
I=1
cothαI
(
1− 1
DI
)
∧ dTI , (1.2)
where D ≡ (D1D2D3)1/3, ds2I and dTI is the flat metric and volume form of the Ith 2-torus and
one has:
K ≡ 1− r
2
H
r2
, DI ≡ 1 + r
2
H
r2
sinh2 αI . (1.3)
The mass, charges and temperature of this black hole are
G5M =
∑
I
MI =
r2H
6
∑
I
cosh 2αI , QI = 2pi
2r2H sinh 2αI , T =
1
2pirH
∏
I coshαI
. (1.4)
We find it useful to rewrite this in a form that will parallel our discussion in Sections 2 and
3 and that is similar to the Ansatz for supersymmetric black holes:
ds211 = −Z−2(dt+ k)2 + Zds24 +
Z
ZI
ds2I ,
A(3) =
∑
I
AI ∧ dTI =
∑
I
((
λI − 1
WI
)
dt+BI
)
∧ dTI , (1.5)
where BI has no component along dt. The simple black hole defined by (1.1) and (1.2) is not
rotating and has no magnetic charges, thus k = 0 and BI = 0. One then has:
ZI =
DI√
K
, Z = (Z1Z2Z3)
1/3 , WI =
DI
cothαI
, λI = cothαI . (1.6)
Unlike the extremal solution, the base-space metric
ds24 =
dr2√
K
+
√
KdΩ23 (1.7)
is not flat and ZI and WI are not equal. However, they are related:
1
Z2I
=
1
W 2I
− 2
sinh 2αI
1
WI
. (1.8)
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As we will see below, this relation between the warp factors ZI and the electric potentials WI is
essentially responsible for the existence of soaring branes.
The action for a probe M2-brane is:
S =
∫
d3z
√
− det ginduced +
∫
A(3) . (1.9)
A generic, physical brane will be attracted by the black hole. If the brane is wrapped along first
torus and is boosted with velocity v along the second torus, its action becomes:
S =
∫
d3z
√
D2
D21
(
K
D2
− v2 D
D2
)
+ cothα1
(
1− 1
D1
)
. (1.10)
As one would expect, this action is, in general, a non-trivial function of r and does not have a
physical minimum: Such a physical probe brane will thus fall into the black hole. However, a
short manipulation shows that if v takes the imaginary value
v = v± ≡ i
sinh(α1 ∓ α3) (1.11)
then the action is constant,
S = u± = coth(α1 ∓ α3) , (1.12)
and the brane floats along, or soars! It is interesting to observe that the velocity of the soaring
brane wrapped on the first torus and moving on the second one does not depend on the second
torus-parameter α2, but depends on the parameter of the third torus α3. We also note that
expression for the velocity is regular when α3 → ∓α1.
This probe brane only becomes physical when its velocity to goes to zero and from (1.11) one
sees that this only happens for αI →∞. For the background fields to stay finite in this limit one
must also take rH → 0, keeping rH coshαI fixed. To get a black hole with finite horizon area one
must take this limit for all three αI and then, from (1.4), one sees that this is exactly the limit
where the black hole becomes extremal. One thus recovers the standard floating probe BPS M2
brane in the background of the BPS black hole.
Hence, the non-extremal M2-M2-M2 black hole admits soaring M2-branes. Clearly this brane,
with its imaginary velocity, is not a physical object, but the constancy of its action implies the
existence of a hidden relation between the parameters of the black hole solution. For α3 → ±α1,
it can be precisely traced back to (1.8).
As anticipated, because the black hole has mass bigger then charge, the brane that feels no
force should have the mass smaller than the charge, and this comes because the boost velocity
along the torus is imaginary and the γ-factor
√
1− v2 = u is bigger than 1. This can be made
more precise: the boost increases of the charge-to-mass ratio of the probe to match precisely the
mass to charge ratio of the black hole. If MI denotes the contribution to the black-hole mass
from the Ith brane (1.4), then (taking the soaring velocity to be v+):
√
1− v2(Q1 +Q3) = 2pi2r2H coth(α1 + α3)
(
sinh 2α1 + sinh 2α3
)
= 2pi2r2H(cosh 2α1 + cosh 2α3) = 12pi
2G5(M1 +M3) . (1.13)
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We now consider some much more sophisticated examples of soaring branes that demon-
strate that the result here is not merely an accident of simplicity or spherical symmetry, but an
illustration of a much richer and more complex phenomenon.
2 The JMaRT solution
The JMaRT solution [11] is a highly non-trivial bubbled, non-extremal two-centered solution
that also has soaring branes. Using [14], one can write the metric in the standard base-fiber
decomposition (1.5) with warp factors and vector potentials2
ZI =
H˜I
2c
√
V
, (2.1)
AI = −W−1I dt + BI = H˜−1I QI dt + BI , (2.2)
with V ≡ f
2
c2
− p , H˜I = f + cEI
2
, (2.3)
where c is a constant, BI is a one-form on the four-dimensional spatial base, and we have
introduced the function f and the parameter p:
f ≡ (r + rc) + (m2 − n2)(r − rc) , p ≡ (m2 − n2)2 − 2 (m2 + n2) + 1 , (2.4)
with
r2c ≡ r2 + 2rc cos θ + c2 . (2.5)
The parameters EI in the warp factors are related to the charges via:
EI ≡
√
Q2I
4 c2
+ p , (2.6)
and this insures that the functions H˜I are everywhere positive [11]. The parameter p controls
the supersymmetry breaking: if p = 0 then EI =
QI
2c
and the solution is BPS, as evident from
(2.7).
The absence of closed time-like curves requires that m and n must both be integers. The
ADM mass and angular momenta of the five-dimensional asymptotically flat solution (in units
where 4G(5)/pi = 1) are given by:
MADM = 2 c (E1 + E2 + E3), (2.7)
and
Jϕ =
1√
mn
(n−m)
√
Q1Q2Q3 , Jτ =
1√
mn
(n+m)
√
Q1Q2Q3 . (2.8)
2We will not need the expressions of the rest of the fields, and thus just refer the reader to [11, 14] for the
complete details.
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This non-extremal solution depends on two variables, and because of (2.5) it can be thought
of as a two-center solution. The existence of branes that feel no force is therefore a much more
unexpected feature. However, once again, ZI and WI (defined in (2.1)-(2.2)) are related:
1
Z2I
=
1
W 2I
+
EI
cQIWI
+ 1 . (2.9)
An M2 brane wrapping the first torus and moving at constant speed v around the second one3.
The action for this brane is
S =
√
H˜2
H˜21
(
1
Z2
− v2 Ĥ
H˜2
)
− Q1
H˜1
. (2.10)
where H˜ ≡ (H˜1H˜2H˜3)1/3. For the brane to soar, this action must be independent of the two
variables on which the solution depends. This happens when
v = sinα , (2.11)
where
cosα ≡ − (Q1 ±Q3)
2 c (E1 −E3) = −
2 c (E1 + E3)
(Q1 ∓Q3) , (2.12)
The value of the action is then simply: S = cosα. Since Qℓ > 0 and 2cEℓ ≥ Qℓ > 0, with
equality if and only if p = 0, it is clear that the magnitude of the right-hand side of (2.12) is
always greater than or equal to 1, and thus v is imaginary. As a result, one can only find a real
solution if p = α = 0. This is the supersymmetric floating brane.
On the other hand, just like the non-extremal black hole, when the velocity, v, is imaginary,
we can have soaring branes, whose increase in charge with respect to the BPS bound compensates
for the fact that the background has a charge smaller than its mass. Once again, it is obvious
from (2.11) and (2.12) that the γ-factor associated to v is exactly the one needed to balance the
mass-to-charge ratio:
√
1− v2 (Q1 +Q3) =M1 +M3 . (2.13)
3 The non-BPS black ring
There are also soaring branes in several sub-families of the non-BPS black rings found in [12].
To demonstrate this we first write these solutions in the canonical form (1.5) with warp factors,
3Again, these choices for the tori are completely arbitrary, due to the permutation symmetry of the solution.
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base metric and vector potentials:
ZI =
hI√
UI
, (3.1)
AI = (1−W−1I ) dt + BI =
(UI − 1)
hI
cI sI dt + BI , (3.2)
ds24 =
√
F (x)F (y)H(x)3H(y)3
R2
(x− y)2 (3.3)[
− G(y)
F (y)H(y)3
dψ2 − dy
2
G(y)
+
G(x)
F (x)H(x)3
dφ2 +
dx2
G(x)
]
,
where BI is a one-form on the spatial base. The functions appearing in the solution are:
F (ξ) = 1 + λ ξ , G(ξ) = (1− ξ2) (1 + ν ξ) ,
HI(ξ) = 1− µI ξ , H(ξ) ≡
[
H1(ξ)H2(ξ)H3(ξ)
]1/3
,
(3.4)
and it is convenient to define the functions:
UI ≡ F (y)H(x)
3
F (x)H(y)3
HI(y)
2
HI(x)2
, hI ≡ cI2 − UIsI2 , WI = hI
(cI + sI)(cI − UIsI) , (3.5)
where
cI ≡ coshαI , sI ≡ sinhαI . (3.6)
As in the earlier examples, there is also a hidden relation, analogous to (1.8) and (2.9), between
the metric warp factors and the electric potentials:
1
Z2I
=
1
W 2I
+
(cI + sI)
2
cIsI
(
− 1
WI
+ 1
)
. (3.7)
One can repeat the calculations of the previous solution to find soaring branes but, unlike the
other examples, this only happens for some specific choices of parameters. We still take the
M2-brane to be wrapped on the first torus and boosted along the second with velocity, v. The
probe action is then:
S =
∫
d3z
√
Z2
Z21
(
1
Z2
− v2 Z
Z2
)
+
U1 − 1
h1
c1s1 . (3.8)
Setting that the action is equal to a constant, u, one finds the condition:
U1 − v2
√
U1
U3
(c21 − U1s21)(c23 − U3s23)− (U1s1(c1 − us1) + c1(c1u− s1))2 = 0 . (3.9)
For generic parameters, U1 and U3 are distinct functions and the constraint (3.9) cannot be
solved, and thus there are no soaring branes. However, if one imposes certain restrictions on the
parameters to relate U1 and U3, floating branes can still exist. The first (and obvious) restriction
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is µ1 = µ3, such that U1 = U3. But there exists also a second (less obvious) one: if one takes
λ = −µ2, then from (3.5) one obtains that U3 = U−11 .
Supppose one sets µ1 = µ3 then one has U1 = U3, and then (3.9) can be solved by
u± = coth(α1 ± α3) , v± = i
sinh(α1 ± α3) . (3.10)
This is somewhat reminiscent of the soaring branes for the three-charge black hole for which one
has (1.11) and (1.12). The soaring brane has again imaginary velocity, and exists for any value
of the extremality parameter, ν. The first and third charges of the solution are
Q1 = sinh 2α1Q , Q3 = sinh 2α3Q , with Q ≡ R
2
1− ν (λ+ µ2)(1 + µ1)
2 , (3.11)
and one can again check that
√
1− v2(Q1 +Q3) = cosh(α1 + α3)
sinh(α1 + α3)
(sinh 2α1 + sinh 2α3)Q (3.12)
= (coth 2α1 + coth 2α3)Q =M1 +M3 .
The other solution has λ = −µ2, which implies U3 = U−11 , and then equation (3.9) can be
solved by
u± =
sinh(α1 ± α3)
cosh(α1 ± α3) , v± =
1
cosh(α1 ± α3) . (3.13)
There is again a free sign, which we take to be +. The velocity appears, at first glance, to be
real, which would contradict our intuition that a regular non-extremal solution should only admit
imaginary soaring branes. However the black-ring solution is only regular for
0 < ν ≤ λ < 1 , 0 ≤ µI < 1 , (3.14)
and hence the parameter choice for which soaring branes exist, µ2 = −λ, does not lie within the
physical range of solutions.
Finally, one can look at the relation between the mass and the charges of the solution. For
µ2 = −λ, the first and third charges are given by
Q1 = sinh 2α1Q , Q3 = − sinh 2α3Q , with Q ≡ R
2
1− ν (1− λ)
2(µ3 − µ1) . (3.15)
Using these expressions, one can again check that
√
1− v2(Q1 +Q3) = sinh(α1 + α3)
cosh(α1 + α3)
(sinh 2α1 − sinh 2α3)Q
= (coth 2α1 − coth 2α3)Q =M1 +M3 . (3.16)
Hence, the velocity of the probe brane is real, and its mass is bigger than its charge. However,
as we have noted above, the black ring background is not physical, and has mass smaller than
charge. Thus, the soaring brane exists again because an increase of the mass is compensated
by the increase of a charge, but now it is the background whose charge is bigger than the BPS
bound.
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4 The Rasheed-Larsen black hole
The solutions presented in the previous section were all written in an M-theory frame where the
black hole electric charges correspond to three sets of M2 branes and the soaring brane is an M2
brane wrapped on one torus and moving along another one with an imaginary velocity. We now
focus on a rather different kind of solution with a different kind of soaring brane. The general
Rasheed-Larsen black hole is a dyonic D0-D6 solution [13], whose under-rotating limit [15, 16]
can be dualized [2] to an “almost-BPS” rotating black hole, which admits floating M2-branes.
It is natural to ask whether the non-extremal version of the solution admits a type of soaring
brane, and whether this brane is physical or has imaginary parameters.
4.1 D0-D6 solution in the IIA framework
We write the Rasheed-Larsen solution in a type IIA frame by starting from the form in five
dimensions given in [13] then adding a trivial six-torus, and then reducing along the fiber of the
solution. In the IIA frame, the solution is given by:
ds210 = −
∆θ√
HpHq
(dt+B)2 +
√
HpHq
∆θ
(
∆θ
∆
dr2 +∆θdθ
2 +∆dφ2
)
+
√
Hq
Hp
ds2T 6 ,
e2Φ =
(
Hq
Hp
)3/2
, (4.1)
for the NS-NS fields and
C(1) = A , C(7) = A˜ ∧ dT1 ∧ dT2 ∧ dT3 , (4.2)
for the R-R fields. The functions appearing in the solution are
Hp = r
2 + α2 cos2 θ + r(p− 2m) + p
p+ q
(p− 2m)(q − 2m)
2
(4.3)
+
p
2(p+ q)
√
(p2 − 4m2)(q2 − 4m2) α
m
cos θ ,
Hq = r
2 + α2 cos2 θ + r(q − 2m) + q
p+ q
(p− 2m)(q − 2m)
2
(4.4)
− q
2(p+ q)
√
(p2 − 4m2)(q2 − 4m2) α
m
cos θ ,
∆θ = r
2 + α2 cos2 θ − 2mr , ∆ = r2 + α2 − 2mr , (4.5)
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and the one-forms defining the angular momentum and the R-R fields are
B =
√
pq
(pq + 4m2)r −m(p− 2m)(q − 2m)
2(p+ q)∆θ
α
m
sin2 θ dφ , (4.6)
A = − 1
Hq
(
2Q
(
r +
p− 2m
2
)−√q3(p2 − 4m2)
4(p+ q)
α
m
cos θ
)
dt− 1
Hq
(
2P (Hq + α
2 sin2 θ) cos θ
−
√
p(q2 − 4m2)
4(p+ q)3
((p+ q)(pr −m(p− 2m)) + q(p2 − 4m2)) α
m
sin2 θ
)
dφ , (4.7)
A˜ =
1
Hp
(
2P
(
r +
q − 2m
2
)
+
√
p3(q2 − 4m2)
4(p+ q)
α
m
cos θ
)
dt− 1
Hp
(
2Q(Hp + α
2 sin2 θ) cos θ
+
√
q(p2 − 4m2)
4(p+ q)3
((p+ q)(qr −m(q − 2m)) + p(q2 − 4m2)) α
m
sin2 θ
)
dφ . (4.8)
The parameters p, q, α, and m are restricted to the range p ≥ 2m, q ≥ 2m, m ≥ |α| for the
solution to be physical, and they are related to the four-dimensional physical parameters of the
solutions M , J , P and Q by
G4M =
p+ q
2
, G4J =
√
pq
pq + 4m2
4(p+ q)
α
m
, (4.9)
Q =
√
q(q2 − 4m2)
4(p+ q)
, P =
√
p(p2 − 4m2)
4(p+ q)
.
The C(7) RR-potential has been computed from the equation of motion of C(1), and it is quite
natural that the result is given by the same expression as C(1) with p↔ q and α↔ −α.
There are two extremal limit to this solution, the under-rotating one, m→ 0, α→ 0 keeping
α/m fixed, and the over-rotating one, taking α = m.
4.2 Soaring D6-brane
We are looking for a floating brane in the background of the Rasheed-Larsen solution. In the
previous sections, our branes were boosted M2 branes along some directions of the internal six-
torus. Using the duality between almost-BPS solutions and the under-rotating Rasheed-Larsen
solution [2], we expect that the soaring brane should be a D6-brane stretched along the six internal
directions, with abelian world-volume fluxes that give rise to D4, D2, D0 and F1-charges. We
choose for simplicity, a probe, D6 brane with world-volume fluxes F12 = F34 = F56 = F , and
F1-charge along x2 obtained by turning on Ftx2 = G.
The D6-brane action is
S = SDBI + SWZ (4.10)
=
∫
d7z e−Φ
√
− det(g + F) +
∫ [
C
(7)
t + F
3C
(1)
t ∧
( ∧6I=1 dxI) ] .
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With our choices, it becomes
SDBI =
∫
d7z
Hq + F
2Hp
HpHq
√
∆θ(Hq + F 2Hp)−G2HpHq ,
SWZ =
∫
d7z
1
HqHp
(
2HqP
(
r +
q − 2m
2
)− 2F 3HpQ(r + p− 2m
2
)
(4.11)
+
(
Hq
√
p3(q2 − 4m2)
4(p+ q)
+ F 3Hp
√
q3(p2 − 4m2)
4(p+ q)
)
α
m
cos θ
)
.
Given than the expression above is a complicated function of r and θ, it seems rather unlikely that
there exists a choice of fluxes for which this becomes a constant. However, a careful investigation
shows that for
F 2 =
p(q2 − 4m2)
q(p2 − 4m2) , G
2 = − 4(p+ q)m
2
q(p2 − 4m2) , (4.12)
the expression under the square root in the DBI action becomes a perfect square, and
SDBI =
∫
d7z
√
p
(p+ q)(p2 − 4m2)
Hq + F
2Hp
HpHq
(
(p+ q)(r2 + α2 cos2 θ) + (p− 2m)(q − 2m)(r −m))
(4.13)
giving a constant total action
SDBI + SWZ =
√
p(p+ q)3/2(pq − 4m2)
q(p2 − 4m2)3/2 . (4.14)
We have therefore found a floating brane in the non-extremal Rasheed-Larsen solution, for all
values of the parameters of this solution. For the parameter range in which this solution describes
a physical black hole (p ≥ 2m) the electric field on the probe brane G (4.12) has to be purely
imaginary, and thus the floating brane has mass smaller than charge. Since the string flux is
dual to a boost charge in the M2-brane duality frame, this parallels the story in the previous
sections.
The imaginary electric field of the soaring brane vanishes when m → 0 or when p → ∞.
In the second limit the physical parameters of the black hole also diverge, and so the resulting
solution is not meaningful. In the first limit, for physical quantities to stay finite we also have to
take α→ 0, keeping α/m = J fixed. This is exactly the under-rotating extremal limit, in which
the solution is dual to the almost-BPS solution constructed in [2], and the floating, fluxed D6 of
this solution becomes the floating M2 of the almost-BPS solution.
5 Discussion
We have discovered that there exist probe branes that have a constant (imaginary) speed or
electric flux, and whose action is position-independent when placed in certain highly-complicated
solutions of four- and five-dimensional supergravity embedded in string theory. These imaginary
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probes are unphysical in that they have mass smaller than charge, and at linear order in the
gravitational interaction one may indeed expect that a non-extemal brane or black hole with a
mass larger than the charge could exert no force on such a probe. However, for a fully-back-
reacted solution, and especially for rotating solutions that depend on two variables, the fact that
such soaring branes exist is highly unexpected.
This indicates that there exist simple algebraic relations between the functions that appear
in non-extremal solutions. Such relations exist usually in supersymmetric solutions (where they
follow from the Killing spinor variation) or in extremal solutions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], where the
supersymmetry is very softly broken4 and where one expects extremality to manifest itself by a
factorization of Einstein’s equations. However, the existence of such relations for non-extremal
solutions, and the fact that on these solutions Einstein’s equations also factorize, is much more
unexpected.
For non-extremal single-center solutions that depend on one variable it has been known for
some time that there exists a fake superpotential from which one can derive the full solution [18,
19, 20, 21]. This also seems surprising, but upon a careful investigation of the equations satisfied
by the functions of one variable that enter the Ansatz, one can argue that the factorization
of the Einstein’s equations implied by the fake superpotential can indeed be derived from the
equations themselves. However, for solutions that depend on two variables fake superpotentials
have never been constructed, and the fact that Einstein’s equations can be factorized is much
more unexpected.
We can ask whether one can make this non-extremal factorization more precise. One common
property of the solutions that admit soaring branes is that the five-dimensional dilaton, or the
volume of the six-torus in the eleven-dimensional solution, is constant. One can ask whether one
can still find soaring branes in solution with a non-zero dilaton, or, from a lower-dimensional
supergravity perspective, with non-trivial hypermultiplet fields turned on. The naive answer
is that this is unlikely, because the extra dilaton or the extra hypermultiplet fields enter non-
trivially in the probe action and would, in general, spoil the delicate balance needed for the action
to become a constant. However, the Rasheed-Larsen solution as well as the solutions obtained
by dualizing the black hole, ring and JMaRT solutions to other duality frames have a non-trivial
dilaton profile and also admit soaring branes, and hence the non-trivial cancelations needed for
a soaring brane may survive the introduction of a dilaton.
The other very important feature of the solutions we investigate is that the warp factors ZI
are related to the electric potentialsWI . In all but the Rasheed-Larsen solution, this relationship,
(1.8), (2.9), (3.7), takes the form:
1
Z2I
=
1
W 2I
+
aI
WI
+ bI , (5.1)
which one can rewrite as
1
Z2I
+ v2I =
(
1
WI
+ uI
)2
. (5.2)
If one dualizes a simplified version of the Rasheed-Larsen solution to the duality frame where it
has M2 charges, one finds exactly the same relation, which leads us to believe that this relation
is generic in the appropriate duality frame.
4Note that with such soft-breaking one can still match microscopic and macroscopic entropies [17, 16].
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The form of (5.2) is very suggestive of the cancellation between the Born-Infeld action and the
Wess-Zumino action that produces soaring branes. This is indeed true in the simple examples in
Sections 1 and 2. However, for the black ring, the relation (5.1) is always true, but to get a soaring
brane we needed to set two dipole charges equal and the cancellation was not as straightforward
as (5.2) would imply. The solutions in Sections 1 and 2 either have no dipole moments or have
all three dipole moments equal, which suggests that for solutions with arbitrary values of the
dipole moments one might need to construct more general soaring branes.
While imaginary soaring branes might seem esoteric, they have important physical implica-
tions. First, their existence will have a valuable practical applications when it comes to finding
solutions. As was evident from the simpler, floating-brane Ansatz [5], knowing relationships
between warp factors and electrostatic potentials can greatly simplify the search for interesting
physical solutions in supergravity and string theory. The remarkable thing about imaginary soar-
ing branes is that by using such unphysical probes we can find such relationships in non-extremal
solutions that are physically very important.
In addition, the existence of soaring branes shows that the balancing of gravitational attrac-
tion and electrostatic repulsion persists beyond linear order for non-BPS objects. In particular,
our results indicate that we have very precise and independent control of the amount of non-
extremality coming from each of the charge systems. The non-extremality is determined by the
soaring speeds of the branes in relations like (1.13), (2.13) and (3.16). This is also manifest in
(5.1), which illustrates how each electrostatic potential contributes independently to the geome-
try. We believe this observation will have interesting consequences for our understanding of the
structure of, and the interactions between, non-BPS branes.
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